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IntroductionIntroduction

Flash memory
small and light weight 
solid-state reliability
low power consumption

The paper 
focus on a cache replacement policy

the cache hit rate
the replacement cost

Clean-First LRU
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two kinds of replacement costs
a requested page is 

fetched from secondary storage to the page cache in 
RAM
evicted from cache to secondary storage

A clean page 
contains the same copy of the original data
can be just dropped from cache when it is evicted

Cache hit rate Cache hit rate v.sv.s. . replacement cost
Space is not enoughSpace is not enough
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The victim page in the orderThe victim page in the order
LRULRU：：p8 p8 --> p7 > p7 --> p6 > p6 --> p5> p5
CFLRU: p7 CFLRU: p7 --> p5 > p5 --> p8 > p8 --> p6> p6
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The The Window Size

If windows size is too large, the hit rate falls If windows size is too large, the hit rate falls dramatically
If windows size is too small, the number of evicted pages increaIf windows size is too small, the number of evicted pages increasesses

It is assumed that
CW：the cost of a flash write operation 
CR ：the cost of a flash read operation
ND：the number of dirty pages that should have been 
evicted in the LRU order but are kept in the cache

The benefit ： CW  * ND 

NC ：the number of clean pages that are evicted instead of  
dirty pages within the clean-first region
Pi(k) ：the probability of the future reference of a clean page i

, but is evicted at kth position
The cost：

：
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The formula 
summarizes the proper window size, w, of the clean-first 
region
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The simulation
is performed with two different types of real workload 
traces

The trace for swap system
gathered virtual memory reference traces using a profiling tool,
called Valgrind

The trace for file system
gathered block reference traces directly from the buffer cache under 
the ext2 file system

is assumed that the system has 
32MB SDRAM 
128MB flash memory for swap space or file system
NAND flash memory
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Simulation ResultSimulation Result
The average replacement costs The average replacement costs 
are reducedare reduced

In swap systemIn swap system
The CFLRUThe CFLRU--staticstatic：：28.4%28.4%

The CFLRUThe CFLRU--dynamicdynamic：：23.1%23.1%

In file system buffer cacheIn file system buffer cache
The CFLRUThe CFLRU--staticstatic：：26.2%26.2%

The CFLRUThe CFLRU--dynamicdynamic：：23.5%23.5%
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The Original Linux kernel 2.4 Page reclamation
the page cache that consists of two pseudo-LRU lists

the active list and the inactive list

1. Reclaiming phase1. Reclaiming phase
Scanning the pages in the inactive list , then free pages Scanning the pages in the inactive list , then free pages 

2. Swap out phase2. Swap out phase
Round Robin fashionRound Robin fashion
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CFLRU page reclamation 
The additional reclamation function consists of two 
phases

first：clean pages in the inactive list are evicted first until the 
enough number of pages is freed

Dirty pages are skipped
second：clean pages that belong to the process region are 

swapped out

A kernel daemon 
periodically checks the replacement cost

Optimizations for flash memory
Remove Remove sequential readread--ahead function from Linux kernelahead function from Linux kernel



Implementation
A system with 

a Pentium IV processor 
32MB SDRAM 
Linux kernel 2.4.28

Flash memory 
64MB for swap space 
256MB for file system
NAND flash memory

Window size
The window size of the CFLRU static algorithm is 1/4 of the 
inactive list

the performance measure 
five applications; gcc, tar, diff, encoding, and file system benchmarks
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Conclusion
The paper presents the Clean-First LRU (CFLRU) 
replacement algorithm for flash memory

CFLRU tries to reduce the number of costly write and 
potential erase operations

In the simulation 
Static (dynamic) methods of CFLRU reduce the replacement cost 

in swap system , reduced by 28.4% (23.1%)
In file system buffer cache , reduced by 26.2% (23.5%)

In the implementationIn the implementation
Static (dynamic) methods of CFLRU

average time delays ：reduced by 6.2% ( 5.7%)
energy savings        ：reduced by 11.4% (12.1%)
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